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Briefing Romania
S&P affirmed Romania’s rating at ‘BBB-‘ with a stable outlook

Source: Reuters

EUR/RON
The Romanian leu continued to slightly outperform its regional peers on Friday, trading in the
4.7250-4.7300 range.  The week ahead looks less eventful for the local currency which should
trade between 4.7200 and 4.7400 against the euro.

Speaking of FX stability, on Friday the S&P affirmed Romania’s rating at ‘BBB-‘ with a stable
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outlook. Among its main assumptions for the base-line scenario, the agency envisages “real
exchange rates remaining relatively firm”. This is in line with our view of a controlled depreciation
of the local currency, but not exceeding the inflation differential between Romania and its main
trading partners.

Government bonds
Romanian government bonds recoupled with their regional peers to some extent, inching 4-5 basis
points higher at the longer end. The September auctions will start this Thursday, leaving a few
days for market players to position.

Money market
We should see a higher interest from local players at today’s NBR deposit auction as front rates
declined towards the 2.50% key rate on Friday. This will likely keep cash rates around 2.50% in the
days to come.

Source: Reuters, ING estimates
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for any purpose without the prior express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. ING Bank N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central
Bank and supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB), the Dutch Central Bank (DNB) and the Dutch Authority for the Financial
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Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this report or effect transactions in any security
discussed herein should contact ING Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of ING, and
which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the United States under applicable requirements.
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